
CS141  Lab 12: Three important functions of 
ObjectOriented Design 

Objectives: ��� 

To learn how to dynamically allocate memory. 
���To learn about the three important functions in objectoriented 
programming. 
���To learn the hazards of missing these important aspects. 
To learn how to properly define the destructor, copy constructor, 
assignment operator. 
 
I.  Dynamic Memory ��� Recall:  

Dynamic memory allows us to allocate memory as it is needed in the 
program.  Most notably it allows us to make variable sized arrays. 
We use the “new” operator to create a new block of memory for our 
program. We also need to use the command “delete” at the end of the 
program, to avoid taking up all the memory. ��� 

An example of a pointer and new operator  

int *pointer_int; 
���pointer_int = new int[100]; ��� 
point_int[99] = 55; ��� 

 
This code defines a pointer (“pointer_int”) and then allocates 
memory for 100 consecutive integers, with address of the first 
integer being stored in pointer_int.  Since we can manually allocate a 
space for a variable, we should also manually delete it when we are 
finished using it. We use the word “delete” to free a single variable, 
and we use the keyword “delete[ ]” to free an array; ��� 

 



An example: 

���int *pointer_int;  
pointer_int = new int[100];  
delete[ ] point_int;  
 

II. Three ��� important functions: 

 The three important functions are the copy constructor, the = 
operator (assignment operator) and the destructor. The rule of thumb 
in c++ is that if you need any one of these three functions, you 
should define all three. Any of those that you don't define, the 
compiler will create for you. However, unless you are using only 
simple data types, there will be issues.  

1. The constructor and destructor (or deconstructor): ���The constructor 
and destructor are special functions that deal with setting up, and 
freeing memory for an instance of a class, respectively. When a new 
instance of a class is created, the constructor is called. When the 
instance's scope ends, the destructor is called. They are similar to the 
new and delete operators, but for classes. 

Example: 

class user_integer{ 
���int *int_addr; 
user_integer(){ int_addr = new int;} 
~user_integer(){delete int_addr;}  
}; 
 

A constructor will always have the same name as the class. A 
destructor has the same name, but with a tilda (~) in front of it. The 
example constructor here is known as a “default” constructor, since it 
takes no arguments. Whatever you have created in the constructor (in 
the above example: int_addr), you should delete in the destructor. 



class user_integer 
{ ���int *int_addr; 
user_integer(){ int_addr = new int;} ��� 
user_integer(int x){ int_addr = new int; *int_addr = x;}  
~user_integer(){delete int_addr;} 
}; 

In the above example, a new line of code is included (shown in 
bold), which adds a second constructor that takes one argument, an 
integer.  The usage of the constructors is shown below: 

int main() { 
user_integer x; //Would call user_integer() constructor  
user_integer y(2); //Would call user_integer(int x) constructor 
} 

 
2. The copy constructor: ���This is a special type of constructor, it takes 
one argument that is the same type as the class. The parameter is 
passed by reference, and should be constant (const). The copy 
constructor will be called whenever a return value of that class is 
used. It is also used when we pass an object by value to a function. 

Once again, the compiler will create one for us. However it will 
create a shallow copy, which only copies values and doesn't create a 
separate instance. Thus, the copy and the original will reference the 
same instance of the object. If you delete the instances of one 
object(original or copy) the other is pointed to nonsense.  

class user_integer { 
int *int_addr; ��� 
user_integer(){ int_addr = new int;} 
���user_integer(int x){ int_addr = new int; *int_addr = x;} 
user_integer(const user_integer & I) ;  
~user_integer(){delete int_addr;} 
}; ��� 
user_integer::user_integer(const user_intger & i) { 

int_addr = new int; 



*int_addr = *( i.int_addr ); 
 } 
int main() { 

user_integer a;  //calls the default constructor 
user_integer b(a); //calls the copy constructor 

} 
 

What does this program do? It creates a new integer variable, and 
puts the value from the original into the memory space of the copy. 
To understand why this is important lets look at the default copy 
constructor, which will always set all values equal. 

user_integer::user_integer(const user_intger & i) { 
int_addr = new int;  
int_addr = i.int_addr; 
} 
 
We will see how this can cause problems later. 

3. Operator “=” ���: This is also known as the assignment operator. The 
automatically provided version tries to copy everything from the 
right of the “=” into the corresponding variable on the left of the “=”. 
It will have the same problems with pointers. 

We can override the = operator as follows:  

class user_integer ���{ 
int *int_addr; ���user_integer(){ int_addr = new int;} ��� 
user_integer(int x){ int_addr = new int; *int_addr = x;} 
user_integer(const user_integer & i) ; ��� 
void operator=(const user_integer & I); 
 ~user_integer(){delete int_addr;} 
}; 
void user_integer::operator=(const user_integer & I) { 
*int_addr = *(i.int_addr); //Not int_addr = i.int_addr; 
 } 



int main(){ 
���user_integer a(4); 
user_integer b; 
b = a; 
 } 
 
 
III. Preprocessor Inclusions (very brief introduction) 

You don't need to know this, it is just background information for 
today's lab. 

#define DEBUG – Defines a code for DEBUG ��� 

#ifdef DEBUG – asks if DEBUG has been defined  

 #endif – ends an if statement 

Here is an example where we would use the DEBUG definition to 
print out more information than what we would normally do, without 
using direct if statements.  The difference is that these if statements 
are run before compiling, so if the ifdef doesn't pass, the whole 
section of code will be left out of the compiled program. 

#define DEBUG 
#ifdef DEBUG ��� 
cout<<name<<“(“<< &name<<“)”<<endl; 
#else ��� 
cout << name << endl; 
#endif 
 
Compiling with definitions: 

Instead of defining a preprocessing key with “#define”, you can also 
do it through the command line allowing user to switch between 
debug and nondebug version quickly. 

g++ test.cpp DDEBUG ���  



We use the D flag, followed by DEBUG 

 


